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Understanding the Diode Datasheet

Datasheet Note

1. Introduction
Datasheets are not required to be created to a fixed international standard. This means datasheets must be
read and interpreted carefully to ensure that parameter descriptions and values are correctly understood.
This datasheet note looks at the parameters defined and described in WeEn datasheets for diodes.

2. Datasheet product profile
All WeEn’s datasheets have the product name and type, revision number and publication date on the first
page heading. This is followed by three sections, “General description”, “Features and benefits” and
“Applications”. These sections describe the product to allow the reader to quickly understand its technology,
main advantages and uses. There are product datasheets for single and dual diodes for differing technology
platforms: Silicon diodes (hyperfast, ultrafast etc.,), Schottky diodes and Silicon Carbide diodes.

Fig. 1 Example of a Schottky diode datasheet product profile (WNS30H100CB)
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The “Quick reference data” section highlights some important parameters for the product found in the main
body of the datasheet.

Fig. 2 Example of a datasheet product profile (WNS30H100CB)
“Pinning information” contains a table and diagram to aid the correct identification of the product’s electrical
terminals and package type.
“Ordering information” gives the product’s part number and package version. Sometimes there is a “Marking
information” section. This gives data on the labelling printed on the device and data on the packing method.

Fig. 3 Example of a datasheet product profile (WNS30H100CB)
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3. Datasheet “Limiting Values”

Fig. 4 Example of “Limiting Values” table heading
“Limiting Values” describe the limiting conditions that can be applied by a circuit without risk of damage to the
diode, and these limiting values reflect the diode’s capability. These are the absolute maximum ratings for the
operating and environmental conditions and circuit designers should ensure these are not exceeded. These
values may be maximum or minimum. “Limiting” means that the value specified in the table must not be
exceeded otherwise the product may malfunction or even be permanently damaged. A limiting value is
defined in accordance with the IEC-60134 international standard, known as the “Absolute Maximum Rating
System”.

3.1 VRRM, VRWM and VR

Fig. 5 Example of diode voltage ratings (WNS30H100CB)
VRRM is the maximum allowable instantaneous repetitive peak reverse voltage (including transients) that the
circuit can apply to the diode. “RRM” describes the voltage as “Reverse”, “Repetitive” and “Maximum”.
Similarly, VRWM is the maximum allowable repetitive crest working voltage including transients with “RWM”
meaning “Reverse”, “Working” and “Maximum”. VRSM is the maximum allowable non-repetitive peak reverse
voltage including all non-repetitive transients. VR is the maximum allowable constant reverse voltage.
The rated values of VRRM(max), VRWM(max) and VR(max) may be applied continuously over the entire operating
junction temperature range, provided that the thermal resistance between junction and ambient is low
enough to avoid the possibility of thermal runaway.
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Fig. 6 Diode voltage definitions

3.2 IF(AV) and IO(AV)

Fig. 7 Example of current ratings (WNS30H100CB)
IF(AV) is the value of current for the diode which under steady state conditions results in the rated temperature
Tj(max) being reached for a given package-related temperature condition. This temperature condition is
specified as Tmb for “mounting-base” or “tab” type packages, Th for plastic packages for “heatsink” mounting,
Tlead for smaller plastic packages that cannot be heatsink mounted or Tsp for the solder point of surface
mounted packages. IF(AV) is related to the IF(RMS) current parameter by the equation, IF(RMS) / IF(AV) = form factor.
IO(AV) shows the average output current with the two diodes conducting alternatively. With each diode
conducting at 15A with a duty cycle d = 0.5, this means each diode conducts alternatively with a square wave
peak of 30A.
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A graph relating the average forward current to the package-related temperature condition – the derating
graphic is usually found in WeEn diode datasheets. Power dissipation graphics for square and sinusoidal
conditions are also shown. (See Fig. 8 and Fig.9).

Fig. 8 Example of IF(AV) vs Tmb graphics (WNS30H100CB)
This derating graph (Fig. 8) indicates the reduction of the maximum current recommended for temperatures
that may exceed Tmb = 134 οC (for this WNS30H100CB example).

Fig. 9 Example of power dissipation graphics
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These graphs show forward power dissipation as a function of average current for square waveforms over a
range of duty cycles and similarly for sinusoidal waveforms over a range of form factors. Operating the diode
at IFAV) values above the rated limiting value will lead to exceeding the maximum allowable junction
temperature Tj(max).
The average junction temperature rise can be calculated by multiplying the power dissipation at the rated
average current by the thermal resistance (e.g. Rth(j-mb) or Rth(j-h) for single or two diodes conducting). By
subtracting this average junction temperature rise from the maximum allowable temperature, Tj(max), the
maximum allowable mounting base or heatsink temperature is obtained. This is the value shown in the
datasheet text and value indicated on the derating graphic.
It should be remembered that to operate the diode(s) under these conditions means the external heatsinking
and cooling arrangements need to dissipate the generated power to the ambient surroundings. This may
mean devices in real applications are derated from the maximum IF(AV) conditions in the datasheet, especially
devices surface-mounted on PCBs which usually have high Rth(mb-amb) values.

3.3 IFSM and IFRM

Fig. 10 Example of peak forward current ratings (BYC30WT-600P)
IFSM is the maximum non-repetitive peak forward surge current that may be applied to the diode. It is specified
for a one half-sine wave pulse at an initial junction temperature of 25 οC before surge with an AC mains
frequency of 50 or 60Hz. The shorter the time period of the surge (higher frequency) the higher the IFSM
capability. Exceeding the IFSM rating may damage the diode.
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Fig. 11 Example of IFSM versus pulse width graphic (WNS30H100CB)
In WeEn datasheets the IFRM rating is defined such that it is an additional clarification of the IF(AV) rating in the
continuous current conduction condition. IFRM is the maximum allowable repetitive peak forward current
including transients which occur every cycle. The junction temperature should not exceed Tj(max) during
repetitive current transients.
The IFRM rating and its definition is discussed further in the WDN001 datasheet note, “Understanding IFRM for
power diodes”. This parameter is defined differently by different manufacturers.

3.4 Tstg and Tj

Fig. 12 Example of temperature ratings (WNS30H100CB)
Tstg gives the values for the range of temperature allowable for storage (dispatching, handling, warehousing) of
the diode. Tj(max) is the maximum operating junction temperature for the diode in the on-state or blocking
state. Although the junction temperature may transiently exceed Tj(max) without damage, (e.g. during
exceptional, brief, non-repetitive overload or fault conditions), for repetitive operation the peak junction
temperature must remain below the absolute maximum rating.
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4. Datasheet “Characteristics”
“Characteristics” are the inherent measurable parameters for the diode and are often stated with minimum or
maximum values or both. Sometimes typical values are given. The limits define a range of values for the diode
inherent parameter characteristics. These values are useful to the designer for optimizing the circuit and
ensuring reliable operation.

4.1 Thermal characteristics, Rth and Zth

Fig. 13 Example of thermal characteristics (WNS30H100CB)
Maximum steady-state thermal resistance values are given in the datasheet and are used to specify the
diode’s current and power ratings. As previously mentioned, the average junction temperature rise for a given
power dissipation is the mathematical product of the average dissipation and the thermal resistance.
A typical value of junction to ambient thermal resistance is given which assumes that through-hole leaded
devices are mounted vertically on a PCB in free air. The value for surface mount packages is for a device
soldered to a pad area on a given PCB material.

Fig. 14 Example of transient thermal impedance graphic (WNS30H100CB)
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Although average junction temperature rise may be calculated from the thermal resistance value, the peak
junction temperature calculation requires knowledge of the current waveform and the transient thermal
impedance curve. This curve in the datasheet is based on rectangular power pulses. Increasing the pulse
duration results in higher transient thermal impedance (Zth) until the steady-state, thermal resistance (Rth) is
reached. If the application operates under transient (pulse) conditions, Zth instead of Rth should be considered
since Rth is applicable only to steady state, continuous operation. The temperature rise is calculated as the
mathematical product of peak dissipation during the pulse by the thermal impedance for the given pulse
width.
In practice, a power device must frequently handle composite waveforms rather than a simple rectangular
pulse. This type of pulse can be simulated by superimposing several rectangular pulses which have a common
time period but with both positive and negative amplitudes. Similarly, a burst of pulses can be treated as a
composite waveform. Triangular, trapezoidal and sinusoidal waveforms can also be approximated by a series
of rectangles. This analysis is covered elsewhere.

4.2 VF

Fig. 15 Example of VF characteristics (WNS30H100CB)
VF is the forward voltage for the diode at a specified load current and junction temperature condition. This is
the maximum instantaneous forward voltage measured under pulse conditions to avoid excessive power
dissipation. It is important to check the specified current and temperature values and whether these are
typical or maximum. These values along with VF / IF curves at 25 οC and Tj(max), enable fair comparison of device
specifications between manufacturers. VF is lower at smaller current values and usually lower at higher
temperatures. VF is an important parameter to consider for DCM PFC circuit applications.
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Fig. 16 Example graphic showing V0 and Rs approximation
V0 is the “knee voltage” and Rs is the slope resistance and their values are usually shown in the VF / IF graphic
in the datasheet (See Fig 17). These values are sometimes also shown in the power dissipation graphics.
If values for V0 and Rs are not given in the datasheet, these can be approximated using the method illustrated
in Fig 16.
The forward characteristic may be approximated by a linear model and the forward voltage is then given by
the equation: VF = V0 + IF.Rs and the instantaneous power dissipation is given by PF = V0. IF+ IF2.Rs where IF is the
instantaneous forward current.
It can be shown mathematically that the average forward dissipation for any current waveform is given by the
equation, PF(AV) = V0. IF(AV) + IF(RMS)2 .Rs, where IF(AV) is the forward average current and IF(RMS) is the RMS value of
the forward current.
Therefore, in diode datasheets, the graph for forward dissipation can be calculated as a function of average
current. Sinusoidal waveforms are assumed, and the graphs usually show the dissipation over a range of
conduction angles. (See Fig. 9).
Similar details for the derivation of V0, Rs and power calculations are presented in WeEn Application Note
WAN004.
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Fig. 17 Example VF and IF graphic (WNS30H100CB)
The datasheet VF / IF graphic has maximum and typical curves measured at the rated operating temperature
(150 οC in this example) and at 25 οC. The “maximum” curve is used to calculate the power dissipation for a
given average current.
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4.3 IR

Fig. 18 Example of IR characteristic (WNS30H100CB)
The maximum reverse leakage currents are at maximum operating junction temperature and maximum
reverse voltage. These are shown in Fig 19 (for this WNS30H100CB example).

Fig. 19 Example of IR graphic (WNS30H100CB)

4.4 Junction capacitance, Cj or Cd

Fig. 20 Example of junction capacitance data (WNSC201200CW)
Cj or Cd is the junction small signal capacitance of the diode at a specified reverse voltage. Typical values may
be given for differing values of VR (Fig. 20) or a graphic may be supplied as shown in Fig. 21. The higher the
current rating of the diode (usually a larger chip) the larger the junction capacitance.
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Fig. 21 Example of junction capacitance graphic (WNS30H100CB)

4.5

Reverse recovery characteristics: Qr, trr, and IRM

Dynamic characteristics show how diodes cope with fast-changing conditions in a circuit. These are not to be
mistakenly understood as limiting values. “Dynamic” means continuous changes in voltage and current.

Fig. 22 Example of reverse recovery characteristics for hyperfast diode (BYC60W-1200P)
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Fig. 23 “Ramp recovery” and “Step recovery” definitions for Qr, trr and IRM
Ramp (“Jedec”) and “step recovery” refer to the current conditions applied when measuring the recovery
parameters. Step recovery methods often yield a smaller value for reverse recovery time whereas “Ramp
recovery” is more representative of real circuit conditions. For bipolar PN diodes trr has a much smaller value
at 25 οC than 150 οC and lower values for smaller starting measurement currents and faster rate of change of
the ramp dIF/dt.
When a bipolar PN diode has been conducting current in the forward direction sufficiently long enough to
establish steady-state, there will be an internal stored charge will have built up due to minority carriers
present. Before the diode can block voltage in the reverse direction this charge must be extracted. This
extraction causes a transient reverse current and this current along with the reverse bias voltage brings about
additional power dissipation which reduces the rectification efficiency. For sine-wave frequencies up to 400Hz
these effects can often be ignored but at higher frequencies and for square waves the switching losses must
be considered. The parameters for reverse recovery are trr, Qr (sometimes referred to as Qrr or QS) and IRM. The
reverse recovery time, trr is an important parameter in CCM PFC circuit applications.
The characteristics shown in Fig. 22 are measured under various specified conditions, including some at
maximum operating junction temperature. Bipolar PN diodes whether hyperfast, ultrafast etc., have
significant storage charge to be extracted after conducting forward current and so these reverse recovery
characteristics are stated in their datasheets.
In contrast, Schottky and Silicon Carbide diodes are majority carrier devices and as such do not have storage
charge that needs to be extracted like bipolar PN diodes. Consequently, these characteristics are not stated in
Schottky or SiC diode datasheets. Fig. 24 illustrates the different switching behaviour for the different diodes.
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Tj = 125 oC
VR = 400V
(-) dIF/dt = 200A/µs
IF = 8A

IF (A)

IR (A)

Time (µs)

Fig. 24 Graphic comparing reverse recovery for diodes of differing technology
The stored charge, Qr is normally quoted in nanocoulombs. Low stored charge is preferred for fast switching
applications. The speed of a rectifier diode is also measured by the trr value under certain measurement
conditions. Low reverse recovery times are associated with low stored charge.
The peak reverse recovery current, IRM is an important characteristic in many switched-mode power supply
circuits. The high transient current produced by a diode with high peak IRM can be interpreted as a short circuit
fault which may cause the power supply to shut down or have poor load regulation.
Just as with Qr and trr, the peak reverse current, IRM increases with increasing temperature for bipolar PN
diodes., so the effects on a circuit may only become apparent when the application becomes hot. IRM
correlates with stored charge, Qrr.
In many switching circuits not only the magnitude of the reverse recovery characteristic but also its shape is
important. If the positively rising current edge of the characteristic has a fast rise time (a so called “snappy
device”) this may cause conducted or radio frequency interference or generate high voltages across inductors
which may be in series with the diode. The maximum slope of the reverse recovery current dIR/dt is a measure
of the “softness” of the characteristic and the smaller the better to reduce current ringing (oscillations) in the
circuit and EMI.
The mathematical product of the transient reverse current and the reverse voltage results in a value of power
dissipation for this scenario. Mostly this occurs whilst the current is decreasing from the peak value, IRM to
zero. In repetitive operation an average power can be calculated and added to the forward dissipation to give
the total power dissipation. The peak value of the transient current, IRM is known as IRRM (Fig. 24).
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Total ∆ Area = Qr

Fig. 25 Graphic showing the origin of reverse switching losses in bipolar PN diodes

4.6 Forward recovery characteristics: Vfr, tfr

Fig. 26 Example of Vfr characteristic (BYC10X-600)

Fig. 27 Example of Vfr characteristic (BY44 series)

Fig. 28 Example of Vfr characteristic (BY32E-200)
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Some WeEn diode datasheets include forward recovery characteristics: for bipolar PN diodes, at the instant of
switch-on into forward conduction there are no carriers present at the junction and the forward voltage, VF,
may be instantaneously at a higher value than normal. As the stored charge builds up, conductivity modulation
in these bipolar diodes occurs which ensures that the forward voltage rapidly falls to the steady-state value.
The peak value of forward voltage, VF, is known as the forward recovery voltage Vfr. The time from the instant
the forward current is 10% of its steady-state value to the time that the forward voltage drops below a certain
value is known as the forward recovery time, tfr.
These definitions are shown in Figure 29.

Fig. 29 Graphic showing forward recovery characteristics for bipolar PN diodes

4.7 Reverse avalanche energy, Eas

Fig. 30 EAS data (BYC60W-1200P)
Some WeEn datasheets include reverse avalanche data This data is helpful in designing circuits which use a
diode in free-wheeling mode with an inductive load. As the reverse voltage across a diode is increased a
critical value or breakdown voltage is reached which results in an avalanche effect for the leakage current.
The reverse energy capability of the diode is specified at 25 οC and this capability may reduce if the diode is at
a higher junction temperature just before the avalanche effect begins.
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5. Package outline drawing
The datasheet contains a package outline drawing of the device. If a surface mount package is described a
soldering pad drawing may also be included.

Fig. 31 Example package outline drawing (WNS30H100CB)
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Legal information
Definitions
Draft — The document is a draft version only. The content is still under internal
review and subject to formal approval, which may result in modifications or
additions. WeEn Semiconductors does not give any representations or warranties as
to the accuracy or completeness of information included herein and shall have no
liability for the consequences of use of such information.

Disclaimers
Limited warranty and liability — Information in this document is believed to be
accurate and reliable. However, WeEn Semiconductors does not give any
representations or warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information and shall have no liability for the consequences of
use of such information. WeEn Semiconductors takes no responsibility for the
content in this document if provided by an information source outside of WeEn
Semiconductors.
In no event shall WeEn Semiconductors be liable for any indirect, incidental, punitive,
special or consequential damages (including - without limitation - lost profits, lost
savings, business interruption, costs related to the removal or replacement of any
products or rework charges) whether or not such damages are based on tort
(including negligence), warranty, breach of contract or any other legal theory.
Notwithstanding any damages that customer might incur for any reason
whatsoever, WeEn Semiconductors’ aggregate and cumulative liability towards
customer for the products described herein shall be limited in accordance with the
Terms and conditions of commercial sale of WeEn Semiconductors.
Right to make changes —WeEn Semiconductors reserves the right to make changes
to information published in this document, including without limitation
specifications and product descriptions, at any time and without notice. This
document supersedes and replaces all information supplied prior to the publication
hereof.
Suitability for use — WeEn Semiconductors products are not designed, authorized
or warranted to be suitable for use in life support, life-critical or safety-critical
systems or equipment, nor in applications where failure or malfunction of an WeEn
Semiconductors product can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury,
death or severe property or environmental damage. WeEn Semiconductors and its
suppliers accept no liability for inclusion and/or use of WeEn Semiconductors
products in such equipment or applications and therefore such inclusion and/or use
is at the customer’s own risk.
Applications — Applications that are described herein for any of these products are
for illustrative purposes only. WeEn Semiconductors makes no representation or
warranty that such applications will be suitable for the specified use without further
testing or modification.

WeEn Semiconductors does not accept any liability related to any default, damage,
costs or problem which is based on any weakness or default in the customer’s
applications or products, or the application or use by customer’s
third-party customer(s). Customer is responsible for doing all necessary testing for
the customer’s applications and products using WeEn
Semiconductors products in order to avoid a default of the applications and the
products or of the application or use by customer’s third-party customer(s). WeEn
does not accept any liability in this respect.
Export control — This document as well as the item(s) described herein may be
subject to export control regulations. Export might require a prior authorization from
competent authorities.
Evaluation products — This product is provided on an “as is” and “with all faults”
basis for evaluation purposes only. WeEn Semiconductors, its affiliates and their
suppliers expressly disclaim all warranties, whether express, implied or statutory,
including but not limited to the implied warranties of non-infringement,
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk as to the quality,
or arising out of the use or performance, of this product remains with customer.
In no event shall WeEn Semiconductors, its affiliates or their suppliers be liable to
customer for any special, indirect, consequential, punitive or incidental damages
(including without limitation damages for loss of business, business interruption, loss
of use, loss of data or information, and the like) arising out the use of or inability to
use the product, whether or not based on tort (including negligence), strict liability,
breach of contract, breach of warranty or any other theory, even if advised of the
possibility of such damages.
Notwithstanding any damages that customer might incur for any reason whatsoever
(including without limitation, all damages referenced above and all direct or general
damages), the entire liability of WeEn Semiconductors, its affiliates and their
suppliers and customer’s exclusive remedy for all of the foregoing shall be limited to
actual damages incurred by customer based on reasonable reliance up to the greater
of the amount actually paid by customer for the product or five dollars (US$5.00).
The foregoing limitations, exclusions and disclaimers shall apply to the maximum
extent permitted by applicable law, even if any remedy fails of its essential purpose.
Translations — A non-English (translated) version of a document is for reference
only. The English version shall prevail in case of any discrepancy between the
translated and English versions.

Trademarks
Notice: All referenced brands, product names, service names and trademarks are
the property of their respective owners.

Customers are responsible for the design and operation of their applications and
products using WeEn Semiconductors products, and WeEn Semiconductors accepts
no liability for any assistance with applications or customer product design. It is
customer’s sole responsibility to determine whether the WeEn Semiconductors
product is suitable and fit for the customer’s applications and products planned, as
well as for the planned application and use of customer’s third-party customer(s).
Customers should provide appropriate design and operating safeguards to minimize
the risks associated with their applications and products.
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